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LET'S SEE—
THERE'S THE ART
MUSEUM, CARPENTER'S
HALL, RENIN'S LANDING/
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the Mecca, the Follies, the people
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ALL YOU WHO
ENTER HERE
PAUSE AND REMEMBER
THAT YOU ARE ENTERING A
PROFESSION THAT DEPENDS ON
YOUR UNDERSTANDING
AND
HUMAN COMPASSION
IF YOU FEEL YOU ARE UNABLE,
FOR WHATEVER REASON
TO LEND SUPPORT
TO HUMAN BEINGS,
THEN
TURN AROUND
AND
GO AWAY
-Norman Cousins
OSTEOPATHIC OATH—
' do hereby affirm my loyalty to the profession 1 am about to enter.
1 will be mindful always of my great responsibility to preserve the health and the life of my patients, to retain their confi-
. dence and respect both as a physician and a friend who will guard their secrets with scrupulous honor and fidelity, to per-
rm faithfully my professional duties, to employ only those methods of treatment consistent with good judgement and with
|f skill and ability, keeping in mind always nature's laws and the body's inherent capacity for recovery.
I will be ever vigilant in aiding in the general welfare of the community, sustaining its laws and institutions, not engaging in
;pse practices which will in any way bring shame or discredit upon myself or my profession. 1 will give no drugs for deadly
kposes to any person, though it be asked of me.
il will endeavor to work in accord with my colleagues in a spirit of progressive cooperation, and never by word or by act cast
jputations upon them of their rightful practices.
I will look with respect and esteem upon all those who have taught me my art. To my college 1 will be loyal and strive always
r its best interests and for the interests of the students who will come after me. 1 will be ever alert to further application of ba-
j biologic truths to the healing arts and to develop the principles of osteopathy which were first enunciated by Andrew Tay-
F Still.
HIPPOCRATIC OATH=
swear by Apollo Physician and Asciepios and Hygeia and Panacea and all the gods and goddesses, making them my
witnesses, that I will fulfill according to my ability and judgement this oath and convenant:
To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to live my life in partnership with him, and if he is in
fed of money to give him a share of mine, and to regard his offspring as equal to my brothers in male lineage and to teach
|m this art- if they desire to learn it- without fee and covenant; to give a share of precepts and oral instruction and all the oth-
^'learning to my sons and to the sons of him who has instructed me and to pupils who have signed the covenant and have tak-
en an oath according to the medical law, but to no one else.
1 will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my ability and judgement; i will keep them from harm
and injustice.
I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if asked for it, nor will 1 make a suggestion to this effect. Similarly, 1 will not give
to a woman an abortive remedy. In purity and holiness i will guard my life and my art.
1 will not use the knife, not even on sufferers of the stone, but will withdraw in favor of such men as are engaged in this work.
Whatever houses I may visit, 1 will come for the benefit of the sick, remaining free of all intentional injustice, of all mischief,
and in particular of sexual relations with both female and male persons, be they free or slaves.
What 1 may see or hear in the course of treatment or even outside the treatment in regard to the life of men, which on no ac-
count one must spread abroad, 1 will keep to myself, holding such things shameful to be spoken about.
If I fulfull this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and art, being honored with fame among all men
for all time to come; if 1 transgress it and swear falsely, may the opposite of all this be my lot.
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Greetings to the Class of 1986. During your four years at PCOM,
I have come to know you, initially as students of Radiology and
later as the nnost important product of our college - its graduates.
Each of the Faculty and Administration in his or her own way
makes a primary commitment to our students. We are repaid for
this commitment by your efforts, achievements, and general good
spirits. This is your college and we all wish you well. We hope that
you will continue to support PCOM through membership in the
Alumni Association and its activities.
Enjoy your professional careers.
Remember where it began.
J. Peter Tilley, D.O.
President
Jon Peter Tilley, D.O,
President
Dear Class of 1986:
It is difficult for me to believe that four years have passed since I
first welcomed you to PCOM.
If you can remember that first day of orientation, my greetings
were tempered with some rather disquieting predictions.
Unhappily, I warned that the road leading to your "pot of gold" was
paved with hard work, sleepless nights, fits of anxiety and depres-
sion, and the need for more resolve and dedication than you ever
dreamed.
However, I promised that your "traveler's aides" along that road
would be the unfailing cooperation of our staff, the dedication of our
faculty, the concern of our administration, the involvement of our
alumni, and the ever-watchful eye of the Board of Trustees.
Well, we have made it! Together we have created the osteopathic
physicians of tomorrow.
Your back-breaking, head-splitting travail has paid off, and you are
graduating.
We are so very proud of you: proud of your achievements and our
ability to produce such a distinguished class.
Congratulations to you!
Congratulations to PCOM!
And may the bonds of our partnership be ever strengthened and
reaffimed.
Sincerely yours,
J. Sydney Hoffman
Chairman
Board of Trustees
J. Sydney Hoffman
Chairman
Board of Trustees
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ADMINISTRATION
Thomas M. Rowland, Jr.
President 1974 1984
Robert W. England, D.O.
Dean 1973 1984
Joseph A. Dieterle, D.O.
Dean
Donald H. Thome, D.O.
Assistant Dean for Clinical Education
Domenic A. DeBias, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean for Basic Science
iJ. Vincent Huffnagle, D.O. Robert A. Bressler Hale T. Peffall, Jr.
Director of Special and Director of Financial Executive Director
Continuing Education Affairs Alumni Relations
Carol A. Fox
Director of Admissions
and Student Affairs
Robert Cuzzolino
Assistant Director of
Admissions and
Student Affairs
Paul Wetherill
Administrative Assistant
Virginia Gavigan
Director
Financial Aid
Joseph Casee, Sr.
Assistant Director
Financial Aid
Shanker H. Vyas, Pind
Director
Library Services
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Hansa Vyas
Librarian
Fairman L. Denlinger,
D.O.
Director
Corporate Health Services
College Bookstore Staff Corporate Communications
ANATOMY
Michael F. Shank, D.O
BIOCHEMISTRY
Michaei H. Davis, Ph.D.
MICROBIOLOGY
Jere M. Boyer, Ph.D.
Chairman
Charles M. Bendas, Ph.D.
Bruno J. Bromke, Ph.D. Vichazelhu Iralu, Ph.D
(Deceased)
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MEDICINE
Sherwood R. Mercer, LL.D.
Professor Emeritus
PHARMACOLOGY
Domenic A. DeBias, Ph.D.
Chairman
M.H.F. Friedman, Ph.D.
Charlotte H. Green, Ph.D
Leonard S. Rubin, Ph.D.
Henry Hitner, Ph.D. Susan Miska, Ph.D.
Frederick Monson, Ph.D
... ... MZ*
Walter Prozialeck, Ph.D. Michael Mahalick, Ph.D.
PHYSIOLOGY
OSTEOPATHIC PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
Marvin Blumberg, D.O. Jerome Sulman, D.O. E. Noble Wagner, D.O.
Abraham Zellis, D.O. Walter Ehrenfeuchter, D.O. Alexander S. Nicholas, D.O.
Pathology
William I. Silverman, D.O.
Chairman
Lillian Hynes-Longendorfer, D.O.
Dante J. Dimarzio, Jr., D.O. Justice H. James, D.O.
GP & CLINICS
John D. Angeloni, D.O.
Chairman
Kenneth J. Veit, D.O.
Health Care Center
Coordinator
I
J. Vincent Huffnagle, D.O.
Richard Donnard, D.O. Stephen Fedec, D.O.
Director -4190 Clinic
Christine Viola, D.O.
John J. Flaherty, D.O.
Director - Roxborough
Clinic
Henry Street, D.O.
Director - Sullivan
County Clinic
George G. Vermeire, D.O.
Director 22nd and
Cambria Clinic
Gail Shirley, D.O. Thomas Esiinger, D.O. Debra Spatz, D.O.
ANESTHESIOLOGY
John V. Beilis, D.O.
Chairman
Isadore Lieberman, D.O.
U «|
Nicholas Canuso, D.O.
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Thomas L. Moy, D.O.
INTERNAL MEDICINE
William A. Nickey, D.O.
Chairman
Albert F. D'Alonzo, D.O.
Cardiology
Michael Kirschbaum, D.O.
Cardiology
Bruce Kornberg, D.O.
Cardiology
Michael K. Sallen, D.O.
Cardiology
John Simelaro, D.O.
Pulmonary
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Michael A. Venditto, D.O.
Pulmonary
Bruce S. Margolis, D.O.
Pulmonary
William H. Dickerson, D.O.
Infectious Diseases
Stephen S. Levin, D.O.
Nephrology
Michael Broder, D.O.
Nephrology
William J. Gilhool, D.O.
Gastroenterology
Michael A. Resnick, D.O.
Gastroenterology
Zenia A. Chernyk, D.O.
Nephrology
David Bevan, D.O.
Rheumatology
Edmund T. Carroll, D.O.
Allergy and Immunology
James F. Conroy, D.O.
Hematology and Oncology
Jeffrey S. Freeman, D.O.
Endocrinology
PSYCHIATRY
George H. Guest, D.O
Floyce McCauley, D.O.
Chairman
NEUROLOGY
Joseph Lubeck, D.O
Chairman
ENT
Theodore P. Mauer, D.O.
Chairman
Bernard C. McDonnell, D.O.
Donald H. Thonne, D.O.
Chairman
Paul J. Misischia, D.O. Robert E. Potter, D.O.
SURGERY
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O.
Chairman
Leonard H. Finkelstein, D.O.
Urology
Samuel Manfrey, D.O.
Urology
Joanne C. Chinnici, D.O.
General Surgery
Henry A. D'Alonzo, D.O.
Thoracic & Vascular
I
Conf
Galen S. Young, Sr., D.O.
General Surgery
Conrad Fraider, D.O.
Orthopedics
Sherman Leis, D.O.
Plastic Surgery
Nicholas C. Pedano, D.O.
General Surgery
Jerome A. Greenspan, D.O.
Proctology
Steven Katz, D.O.
General Surgery
OB-GYN
Michael L. Mansi, D.O.
Chairman
V. V Michael W. Rochowiak,
1^ D.O.
Emanuel Fliegelman, D.O. Susan Peck, D.O.
REHAB. MEDICINE
Silvia Ferretti, D.O.
Chairman
Robert B. Goldberg, D.O. Murray Klein, D.O.
EMERGENCY ROOM
John W. Becher, Jr., D.O.
Chairman
Steven W. Parillo, D.O.
DERMATOLOGY
/.
Walter L. Willis, D.O.
Chairman
Herbert Fletman, D.O.
PEDIATRICS
Joseph A. Dieterle, D.O.
Chairman
Robert Berger, D.O.
y^
Samuel L. Caruso, D.O. Steven M. Snyder, D.O. Mary J. Teter, D.O.
Sandra W. Gawchik, D.O.
iK.ife^
A. Faye Rodgers-Lomax, D.O.
y
RADIOLOGY
Robert L. Meals, D.O.
Chairman Jon Peter Tilley, D.O.
Henry J. Helak, D.O. John Stucka, Jr., D.O.
if Iffl
Vernon Pocius, D.O. Joan Moore, D.O. Mrs. Stephanie Campbell
MANAGE A DEUX CENTS NEUF
Regisrrorion, orienrorion, urrer frusrrorion
Diochemisrry, Anoromy-whor's ir to me?
Wine & Cheese or Quincey's, Carney's, PTs
Casino trips, Freudian slips, anal cryprs
Lool^ over, worl^ over, hang-over
Road trips ro distant lands, DC bands, NJ sands
Demolition team with Stitches, Sledge and Nevers
Dancing at the Elbow with Dig Edsel
'
^^
Thriller of the Year, Fun facts from Where?
I Sheep, Seals, Neeeiiilll! -
Ulcerative colitis versus Chron's
' All the chronics, gin h tonics and pneumonias
Cutting classes, scoping asses, Where's the beef?
-' Classmates, intimates and friends:
"They were the best of times, they were the worst of times.
The end.
Frank Reusche. DO
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The Arscotts
a.k.a. Lighting
Crew
"I'm a Scut
Puppy and
I'm OK . . ."

AND THE CHILDREN
BEGAN TO

Awaiting divine inspiration
Want candy little girl.
Let me tell you how it's done .
Which way to Pine St.?
/\
Bushead
Tap once for A, twice for B .
So, meet any cute chicks?
I'll take the Wildcats by 10.
Look, Ma, no socks!
Hey, Carol, I graduated!
Raise your hands if your sure.
This one 's for you.
Quick, what nerve is it?
I don 't want to work, I just want to bang on the
drum all day.
Looking for a few good men
I think we're being watched.
THIS IS A
CLASSROOM?
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Holku From Work
"On Coll"
Premorurely gray
A hospital ofremoon
"torched thru the window.
"Hollwoy 3"
An empty dinic
Five-Flfteen. Must this lost guy
Reolly need CTP
"Vigil"
Grown children standing
Dy the bedside monitor
; Showing sinus tach
"Lote-nlte hits"
Small hours quiet
The warm bright nurse's station
Seems pretty friendly.
VNR"
They hove grown old, now
Alone. The Intern wants a
workup, code and post
"ER"
'Mongst the splendrous
Cacophony of his hallrpsis
-Ethanol
Thomas Finucone, MD
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PROOFS
Sell all my blue chip stocks.
Well, see . . . this is the way it You can dress him up but
is . . .
\
Not now. Dear! Somebody's watching!
Loading up for the weekend.
^^
Yes folks, this man is Really a doctor!



( & ] The Osteopaths
L-T-l Medical Center
of Philadelphia
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Grace Kelly Dies After Crasl Si^.?f® J^'^*^,
Lebanes.. loader P>.,^^, MM gr:; Phllly GoeS
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In Midair, Killing Crew
Mission
lost in
seconds
THE TIMES
Friends and kin
watch in horror
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1 MOVE House Is Bombed ^''•^^^Mfi^^i^
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' Soviet Reactor Burning
5 Out of Control, CIA Say^
t IXptTts
- call leak
J
deadl>
Roof is blown
..
out; high dcati
foil is feared

Mark Moran
Michael Sussman Timothy Sussman Danielle Marino
Margaret Zawisza
Jimmy Arscott
Kimberly Mextorf
NEW ADDITIONS
Some Of The Children
Bom To The Class Of '86
1982 - 86
Adam Paul
Rebecca Hewit
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Xe//y and Lyndsy
Castano
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My mom was so proud when I gor inro school,
° She rhoughr I was special, she rhoughr I was cool.
Dur now she's ashamed 'couse our doss is well-known-
We're rhe F-Troop of PCOM, we're bad ro rhe bone.
- We show up in lob with no ries on our necks.
We won'r wear o suir when we go ro dissecr.
We jusr don'r believe, in professional dress.
We wear skirrs made our of jeans and our hair is a mess.
We're bod for P.P,., we're rhe worsr Carol's known.
We won'r dress like docrors-we're bod ro rhe bone.
.
If you wonr ro find us, jusr don'r look in doss, '' "«;,.
We never show up rhere, ir's a pain in rhe coccyx.
We pass on Porh, we obsroin from OD,
We slip our of Psych, we excise ENT,
_
We fade our on Phorm and slighr Surgery,
We junk Geriarrics, we ovoid OP & P.
Jusf Transcribe rhe ropes end send rhem on home.
We'll ger ir from nores 'cause we're bod ro rhe bone.
If you bore us in doss, we'll ger up ond walk.
If we con'r undersiond you, we'll rurn around and roik.
Don'r show up ro lecrure and worch us rurn mean. :
Tell off-color jokes ond we'll run ro rhe Dean.
We hand in exams rhor we don'r do alone,
Ir's coop^rorion, nor bod ro rhe bone!
We rip off o lobby, and ger bounced from rhe bar.
We sove lives on rhe srreer, rhen flunk CPPv.
Dur we'll show up in dinics and prove whor we know.
You'll remember us fondly when our names say "D.O."
Dur for furure fundraisers don'r borher ro phone,
Whor good will ir do—we're srill bod ro rhe bone!!
Toni Jo Pormelee, D.O.
for FOLLIES 1984
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CHAIRMAN'S
FAREWELL
I'll start by saying "thank you" for allowing me
to be the Chairman of the Class of 1986. The
position allowed me the opportunity and pleasure
to know many more of our future physicians than
would have been possible otherwise. My goal was
to be available if needed, offend as few people as
possible and to treat others as I would have liked
to have been treated. We certainly have a diverse
group of men and women and when the curtain
closed on our act, 1 think we meshed together in
our own unique style
Many have had various joys and disappoint-
ments in the last four years and each should real-
ize that Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medi-
cine allowed us the opportunity to pursue a
medical carreer. A special thanks to our families,
friends and lending institutions, for without your
help, we wouldn't be where we are today. Thanks
again for putting up with me and peace to every-
one's path.
John Sefter, D.O.
JOEL P. AMIDON II, D.O.
[Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield Division
^'
DAVID R. ANDERSON, D.O.
Womack Army Community Hospital.
7,^ /
ANGELA ANTOINE, D.O.
Polyclinic Medical Center
ANTHONY AQUILINA, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
f-^fL- To Renee, Mom and Dad,
All my family and friends
Thank you ...
JAMES L. ARSCOTT, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
\^^fOL4~ / C^<^'<->^
KAREN E. ARSCOTT, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
is^L^ P, (l,^>c,^::^^f2>a
This Page is Dedicated to My
Family:
Jimmy: you are the light in my life—
you've made it fun.
Thanks to all ofyou for the much needed
Mom, Dad, Don & Linda: Although miles seperate us—We will always support and encouragement,
be close—A very special family. Love, Karen
A very special thank-you to my family on
Jim 5 page.
NEIL J. ATLIN, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
6Mu..<^.
RONALD E. BAIRD, D.O.
Naval Regional Medical Center
Camp Pendleton
MARK D. BAKER, D.O,
Millcreek Community Hospital
^/U^ J. iJJ^^^ I
DAVID J. BALL, D.O.
Community General Osteopathic Hospital
FOR SALE - Call Debbie
H. BRENT BAMBERGER, D.O.
Grandview Hospital
ALAN E. BARMAN, D.O.
Garden City Hospital
n^Uk^^. tOo^/n<^>^ST).0.
"Do you know what a
poem is, Esther?"
"No. what?" I would say
"A piece of dust.
"
Then just as he was smil-
ing and starting to look
proud. I would say, "So are
the cadavers you cut up. So
are the people you think
you're curing. They're dust
as dust as dust. I reckon a
poem lasts a whole lot long-
er than a hundred of those
people put together.
"
Sylvia Plath. The Bell Jar
Die when I may, I want it
said of me by those who
knew me best, that I
always plucked a thistle
and planted a flower where
I thought a flower would
grow.
- Abraham Lincoln
God grant me the serenity to accept
the things I cannot change,
courage to change the things I can,
and wisdom to know the difference.
DARLENE A. BARRON, D.O.
Warren General Hospital
-^rnc-n <^,
MATTHEW S. BARTELT, D.O.
Bryn Mawr Hospital
>^^/^^^^^ :s.^.
JAMES G. BERLIN, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield
Division
(^rr-Jau*^^ (^ ^^Hvi h.O.
MICHAEL R. BERNUI, D.O.
York Memorial Hospital
\.A S^,\^«^ IP.
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BETH ANN BILSKI, D.O.
Riverside Hospital
^
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JAMES M. BONNER, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
;<?x/Kt<^
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. . and then in 6 years 111
quit my job and become a
DO."
"but it's only
plus internship
residency!"
The Sunday dinner bunch- Brian and Erin
aren 't with us yet.
Erin, our joy and
peace.
'The pool I promised you!"
M
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To Chuck, Mike and Greg: You made these 4 years most enjoyable.
To my family and friends for your undying support. You nurtured
ind sustained my effort.
To Cyndi, for your free spirit, self-
lessness and work ethic. You are
unique! Thanks for picking me.
TRINA L. BRADBURD, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
and dad and to my family for
their love, support and prayers
and especially to Keith, for his
love and for sharing with me
both the tears and the laughter.
Thank you. I love you all!
MARJEAN BRAUCH, D.O.
Temple University Medical Center
»u^^QQ
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DAVID M. BRILL, D.O.
Brentwood Osteopathic Hospital
/ao^it"5v<H"3
A special thank you to:
My family, whose love and support certainly made it easier.
Mom & Bill, who were always there.
Dad & Chris, who spoke calmly from experience and sent me
chocolate chip cookies.
Aunt Shirley, whose help was immeasurable.
My PCOM friends, who made school fun.
And last but not least. Amy, who has made it all worthwhile. I love
you.
This page is dedicated to Grandpop Howry and
Grandpop Sterling. Your love of life and your
compassion for others is my inspiration. You
will be with me always.
KIRSTIN E. BRUNNER,D.O.
Clarion Osteopathic Hospital.
Ofe^^^<*"^^ni^ J^-'-'^^vK^A(^
Mollosund, Sweden Portland, Maine
1
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MARK A. BUCZEWSKI, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
^A.<^a,A/?>u..p*~il
"The best men are molded from their faults; and for the most
become much more the better by being a little bad.
"
-Shakespeare
"May there never develop in me the notion that my education is
complete, but give me the strength, leisure and zeal continually to
enlarge my knowledge.
"
-Maimonides
NOREEN A. BUMBY, D.O.
Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Institute
DOROTHY SMITH
BURDZIAK, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
Aeu^^^-^^?i^ S^-i^Y-^j '^- ^-
RONALD L. BURINSKY,D.O.
Warren General Hospital
To my wife, parents and grandparents . . .
who made this possible. Thanks for all those years of love and support.
STEPHEN M. BUSCH, D.O,
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
Ifyou have a goal in life
that takes alot of engery
that requires alot of work
that incurs a great deal of intrest
and that is a challenge to you
You will always look
forward to waking up
to see what the new days brings
If you have a person in your life
thst understands you completly
that shares your ideas
that trust you
and believes in everything you dp
You will always look
forward to the night
because you will never be lonely
WILLIAM G. CANNELLA,
D.O.
York Memorial Hospital
DAVID J. CARLSON, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
-~12XJJ. C^c^.M<y^~j 2). o.
AL CASTANO, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
My main squeeze
Progressive Castanomania
"My family, everything else just doesn't matter."
125
JOSEPH A. CAVUTO, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
a. c^o-^ife-,^^
This page is dedicated
with love and affection to
my family and friends for
their patience, love and
support. Special thanks to Carolyn and John for all the love
and encouragement you have given me. Most of all, thank you
Mom and Dad for your never-ending support, understanding,
and love.
PHILIP J. CINELLI, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
"Good Luck to the Future
D.O.'s of America and to the
Class of 1986 . . ."
THELMA JEAN CITTA, D.O.
J.F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
^^^2^2,—^0=:^^ ^^^<^.
EDWARD N. COHILL, D.O.
Ph.D.
Portsmouth Naval Hospital
BRUCE A. COLLEY, D.O.
St. Francis Hospital
MONICA L. COZZONE, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
C^OCtcidty
PAMELA L. CRANE, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield Division
tOlaiuJLL- (!j\ul4UL. Jj. t9.
NAN I. CREWS, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
^^£^ /. C^re.^L^a y^
BARBARA A.CROTHERS,D.O.
Fitzsimons Army Medical Center
Special Gratitude to
My Family for your emotional support
Brother Bill for your unshakable belief in my abilities, for our shared understanding
and love of nature
fiola a kindred spirit whose devotion forms the cornerstone of my foundation
CARLA S. CUOCI, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital-Parkview Division
i
To Mom and Dad-
Without your constant support,^
unyielding love and never ending
generosity, I could have never
achieved my goal. I know I can
never repay all the sacrifices you
have made for me.
To John-
You We been a constant source of
love and strength to me these past
four years. I couldn 't ha ve done it
without you. Our future is awaiting
us and I know our dreams will be
realized.
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MARY CURRAN
DEJOSEPH, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
^^^ &mA^l^ /^\Ve^v>^ , ^^
SAMUEL J. DAISLEY, D.O.
Shenango Valley Osteopathic Hospital
"MVP's" throughout my education. A million
Iks.
First Grade-only 22 more to
go
My "pseudo" kids
5^^^
"i^''
MARY ANNE DAMIANI, D.O.
Chicago Osteopathic Medical Center
d^?t/ytL hiyrx/ayrou D 0,
MAD is glad to
be a grad, and
so's her dad.
A special thanks to my parents, without your endless
prayers, love and sacrifices none of this would ha vc
been possible. I love you.
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Thanks Surgeon General for everything-espe-
cially the gold plated hemostats!
Doctor's Orders ••.
TAKE TWO ASPIRINS,
AND CALL ME
IN THE A.M.
Vhv 3MinlMfomnii
ROBERT E. DEIMLER, D.O.
Community General Osteopathic
Hospital
Ws
T^^.'^^^^-^o.
u
PAUL M. DEJOSEPH, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital-Parkview Division
'""^.
^^ \
CAROL DENICOLA COLA,
D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
k ?-^ ^e- iV^ctc^ Catc^
JOHN J. DERMIGNY, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
MICHAEL D. DETTORE,D.O.
Memorial Hospital
^y^^^^ y& /{^Vi^. y& ^
hrryguys, 777 have to miss the game,
'^ou see, Fm on call again . . .
^onestly.
What they do best Would you let this guy take care of
your children???
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THELMA DETWEILER,D.O.
Beaver County Medical Center.
^J&^^X^.^^^^^^:^)^
STEVEN E. DIAMOND, D.O.
Riverside Hospital
0<9,
This page is dedicated to my beautiful wife Ilene (By the time you read this,
we'll be married), my parents, my bubble, my sister and brother-in-law, and
Crash.
Thank you for helping me achieve my highest goals through your endless
supply of encouragement, patience, and love ...
.
And to my Pop-Pop: I know you would have been proud of me.
WILLIAM R. DICKERMAN,
D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
cJld^
STEPHEN J. DIETRICH, D.O.
Mount demons General Hospital
--^%^^^^-^ /. /dUzfe:^ ^,a.
I thank God, my father in heaven, my wonderful mother,
sisters, brother, my beautiful fiancee & her family, my rela-
tives, friends, & physician educators whose never-ending
love, support, encouragement, & guidance made my excel-
lent education at PCOM and this glorious day possible.
A Physician's Prayer: "Lord, Thou Great Physician, give
skill to my hand, clear vision to my mind, kindness and
sympathy to my heart. Give me singleness of purpose,
strength to lift at least a part of the burden ofmy suffering
fellow men, and a true realization ofthe rare privilege that is
mine. "
"Silence is Golden'
DENISE DIPRIMIO
KALMAN, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center of
Philadelphia
/m^<^ M^u^'^uzj
--/edSw^oA
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I A special thank you to:
My friends, for the many happy hours
of eating, drinking and dream-
sharing.
Mom and Dad, for sacrificing for me,
believing in me, and standing by me.
Tone, for helping me to laugh, even
when things didn't seem funny.
Granny, for giving me more than a
home away from home.
Vic, for making everything better.
God, for being with me each step of
the way.
VINSON MICHAEL
DISANTO, D.O.
Phoenix General Hospital
aSSTiTttUt^^^MSI
Thanks to the Creator and to my mother for teaching me the
beauty and joy of simplicity, and also the evil and destructive-
ness of competition and aggression. Life is so very easy once we
stop trying.
Gemini (Vinson)
ROBERT W. DOIDGE, D.O.
Community General Hospital
-CP^'.
CATHLEEN DOMAN, D.O.
Memorial Osteopathic Hospital
J^^Z!>^^^.,0iJH^yL^LM^K>(}-
Dear God,
THANK YOG!
You really are the Greatest!
Love forever,
Cathy
'You were always on my mind 'You are the Sunshine of my life ,
MARC DOMSKY, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
z^;^^ m
And now, a word from
MR. PERSONALITY
S££ too o^y ^/i$ 4£VO/'//
GORDON R. DONALDSON,
D.O.
Reading Hospital And Medical Center
*?/e is nofool uho ^ives u)hat he
cannot keep, to (jain CLffiai (le
cannot lose'.
-Jim "Eiiiot
Wo one cares fiou much 1 knoo,
until ideij (cnoco hou much 1 care'.
-Vr. Tlobert Qoddard
7 ioani to thank the Lord for tfie
ability Tie has given me; my uife,
^ue, for the love, support and sacri-
fice-, and mu family and relatives for
the encouraaemeni and ^ivina in count-
less ojays to help me reach this goal.
7 love all of you.
CINDY-LOU DRUMMOND,
D.O.
Bay Osteopathic Hospital
iK^/. ' ^^.^( ,X'Unr »un(a^ ^b d.
My parents. Chuck and Shirl
The words "Thank you " are not ade-
quate to express my gratitude for your
love, support and generosity. You bring
pleasure to my heart and make life en-
joyable. The greatest gift I can give you
is to be a reflection ofyour lives-totally
devoted to the Lord Jesus Christ and to
Mankind. "Train a child in the way he
should go, and when he is old he will not
turn from it. " Proverbs 22:6 (NIV)
Lt. Colonel and Mrs. Charles
Soutbwood
Thank you for helping to make my
medical school years the best in my life.
For your love and support, encourage-
ment and intense interest in my life and
plans, lam most grateful. ". . . let us not
love with words of tongue, but with ac-
tions in truth." 1 John 3:18 (NIV)
Savior of men, touch my spirit again.
And grant that Thy servent may be
Intense every day.
as I labour and pray
Both instant and constant for Thee
Except I am moved with compassion.
How dwelleth Thy spirit in me?
In word and deed
Burning love is my need;
1 know I can find this in Thee
Albert Orsborn
our
cheerful heart is go
medicine ..." Proverbs 1 7:22
(NIV)
thanks for all your love
"Be joyful always; Pray continuall}
give thanks in all circumstances, for
this is God's will for you in Christ Je-
sus." I Thes. 5:16-18 (NIV)
My "partial" CBH family
'Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean
not on your own understanding; in all your ways
acknowledge Him, and He will make your paths
straight." Proverbs 3:5-6 (NIV)
CBH, Nagercoil, Tamil Nadu India
"Commit to the Lord whateveryou do, andyour
plans will succeed. " Proverbs 16:3 (NIV)
ANNE MARIE DUBOSKY,
D.O.
Somerset Medical Center
^-^^7^...^:^ UcJi,^ Q<D
JOHN E. DUDZINSKI, D.O.
Millcreek Community Hospital
'^^rL^t.'^LJ^irjL.pd^
Cindy, thankyou for the love and support you Ve
given me. We've done it. May our love continue
to grow.
Mom and Dad, you've guided me
through life encouraging me all
along the way. You've molded me
into what I am. I love you for it.
To my family: Family is what life is all
about and you people are the greatest.
ROBERT DURKIN, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Central Division
M ^^.
Love and thanks to my family for their unending guidance, sup-
port and love, and especially to Kim for her love and
encouragement.
ROBERT R. ECKERT, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
^rUJr'^^cAi;:ri>o
DEANNE S. ENDY, D.O.
Community General Osteopathic Hospital
feAAWOt
"Joy at the start
Fear in the journey
Joy in the coming home
A part of the heart
Gets lost in the learning
Somewhere along the road"
-Daniel Fogelberg
To my family, friends and mentors, thanks,
Mom, you gave me faith to believe in people, em-
pathy for their sufferings, a spirit for adventure,
thirst for knowledge and creativity, and love for
life.
J Dad, you gave me the will to do it all!
Mike, you were by my side through the pain and
the ecstasty, giving me companionship, someone
to trust, and sharing the love ofyour family.
TAMARA B. FEDEC, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of Philadelphia
^ o^rr>auuD^ 'B . >juqU;Q^ ^.O-

RICK S. FERRIS, D.O.
Shenango Valley Osteopathic Hospital
?^ $L Fji^uiu^ 0.
^. 'i'^3^.
ilOMEWT...
H^Hi^^H^HIi^H
-. "• :*'i, /I special thanks to my family for their help and support in those trying times.
\ iDther Hilton Head vacation.
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JOHN J. FILIPS, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
JON S. FISHER, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield
Division
^.5^.cJ^I)0.
MARK E. FOLK, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
TiJL^-^^-o o.
DIANE MARIE GARRIGAN,
D.O.
York Memorial Hospital
duUJi^ yl^u^^/^U\^fa^, /^
GINTARE T. GECYS, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
Special thanks to my parents and gradnparents for their love
and support and patience during the past four years and all
through my life.
To my sister, my roommate
and my friend . . . thanks for
keeping mc sane, for putting
up with mc during the diffi-
cult times and keeping me
well-fed.
IT'S WHAT YOG LEARN, AFTER YOU KNOW IT ALL, THAT REALLY COUNTS.
St. Elsewhere 9-18-85
ARNOLD B. GLASSMAN, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
•(3^wd 6- 0^(Xi-i/wvcwD Do.
These are the voyages of the starship "Osteopathy". It's four year mission to seek out disease, find new
cures, and boldly go where no D.O. has gone before.
Captain's Log, Star Date 81782
With the best support in the fleet,
the mission begins.
Landing party beams down to Margate 7.
Encountered a wise bird creature who chose Temple.
A clever disguise used to infiltrate un-
friendly allopaths.
Captain befriends an inhabitant of
primative colony called "Georgia".
Captain's Log, Star Date 60186
A well deserved rest upon completion of a successful mission.
RICHARD A. GOLDBERG,
D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
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STEVEN GREJDA, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
&(9.
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LOUIS J. GRINGERI, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
ot&OCA^C- i^^^qrjiyujj 0$:/^
To my Father: Thank you for al-
ways pointing out the path, walk-
ing beside me and catching me
when I stumble.
To my Mother: Thank you forai
you ha ve done for me - your con-
stant prayers, your hard work and
for always being there.
To my Wife: You have a way about you
I cannot help but love, Kim. Thankyou
for your sensitivity, and song, laughter
and love and for always understanding
me.
To my Sister: Thank you for always looking out
and caring for me, Linda.
God bless all of you.
No shame. Never had it, never
will.
DOUGLAS B. GRISIER, D.O.
Millcreek Community Hospital
S- C>iaWLS^^
JEROME M. GUANCIALE,
D.O.
Grandview Hospital
"Let's go home and make a little doctor
"Not enough money, kill your own food"
-V. Gavigan, 1985
Just in case this medicine thing doesn 't pan out . . "Rudy"
"God cures the patient. The doctor just picks up the fee."
-Hawkeye Pierce, MASH 1975
JON R. HAGER, D.O.
D.D. Eisenhower Army Medical Center
QjYv "^ I'iojoJLhy D. O.
THIS PAGE IS DEDTCATED TO
MY FAMILY: TO MY PARENTS,
FOR THEIR WISDOMAND STA-
BILITY; TO MY SONS KEITH
AND BRANT FOR THEIR JOY,
LOYALTY AND DREAMS FOR
THE FUTURE; AND ESPECIAL-
LY TO MY WIFE, CAROLINE,
WHO HAS BEEN THE WIND
UNDER MY WINGS.
ij ^^^'^B
«M
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NEIL J. HALIN, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Central Division
^^-'^'Iju^^ .^-^dcxJZe^yt^ ,£). a
Go plastics young man!"
This page is dedicated to the memory of my mother, who gave her heart to others, and to my
grandfather, who was a good man.
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CHARLES J. HARVEY, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of Philadelphia,
Carol . . . Number One Must be a D.O. Which one's Goofy???
"And now it's all over and I'd only do it again if they'd promise me the same friends."

JEFFREY A. HERMAN, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
Jn^^iMnaocDad, thanks for always being there and Mom, you've been mystr6hgth
picking me up when I needed it most, me believe that I could accomplish an\
Thanks for everything. I love you. thing I set my mind to. Thanks for every-
thing. I love you.
STEVEN P. HESS, D.O.
Saddlebrook Osteopathic Hospital
This page is dedicated to my father, Robert W. Hess for his encouragement and guidance and mostly for
teaching me by example to serve God and love human beings. I am thankful to all those who helped me attain
this goal: to my wonderful mother, father, Cindy, Mart, Pam, Bard and Kari for their support. To Katie,
Johnny, Annie, Luke, and Megan for their smiles. To the CMS'ers Bob, Dan, Walt, Grant, Tim, Janet, Holly
and all those to follow. To the two greatest roommates Steve and Lou. To good friends Gordon and Sue, Bill
and Susan, Cathy, Steve, Jeff Dan, John, and Cindy Lou. and especially to Jesus Christ for allowing me by his
grace to know God and be a useful servant.
STEPHEN J. HITTMAN, D.O.
University Of Maryland Hospital
(f»'t to(J^^^-^)i<^tv^
CAROL A. UNICE, D.O.
Millcreek Community Hospital
PETER R. HONIG, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
ANDREW E. HUMMEL, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Medical Center
Special thanks to mom and dad for
your love, encouragement, and sup-
port; to gran for never forgetting me;
to the Murphs and my second home;
to Falma; and to my best friends for
sticking by me through it all; SA T-
my partner in crime, BLC-my ac-
countant, VRK-my big bro
',
MA Y-
Albright central; DAW-my
"therapist", DJB the PCOM crew,
and the Cabin Bashers-AUentown's
finest.
"I firmly believe that ifyou follow a path that interests you, not to the exlusion oflove, sensitivity, and cooperation with others,
but with the strength of conviction that you can move others byyour own efforts, and do not make success or failure the criteria
by which you live, the chances are you'll be a person worthy ofyour own respect." -Neil Simon
NANCY E. JEFFRIES, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
t),0.
/ can't find the words to express my gratitude to all of
those who have inspired and supported me in my persuit
ofmedicine. Over these years, in times ofgreat emotion-
al and physical trial, I have discovered the greatest gifts-
my family and friends. Thank you.
ALEX M. JOANOW, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
Just do the steps that you've been shown
by everyone you Ve ever known
until the dance becomes your very own,
no matter how close to yours, another's steps have grown,
in the end there is one dance you '11 do alone
Into a dancer you have grown
from a seed somebody else has thrown.
Go on ahead and throw some seeds of your own
and somewhere between the time you arrive
and the time you go
there may lie a reason that you were alive.
but you '11 never know. J. Browne.
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JOHN J. KALATA, D.O.
Metro Health Center
.jC£^i>^
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To my mentors, both past and present,
who continue to bring compassion to the
science of healing-thanks for the lessons
that far exceed the classroom.
To my friends, those who are close and
those who are closest, whose warmth
and humor have filled four years with a
lifetime ofmemories-you ha ve kept it all
in perspective throughout good times
and great-you deserve nothing less than
the best.
To Kathy, Dave, Mike and Amy-thanks
for not allowing me to take myself to
seriously, for saving me a place on the
couch to snore when I came home, and
foryour continued beliefin me. You are
the greatest.
To Mom and Dad-you have both taught
me more about life and about love,
about family and about patient care,
than I ever could imagine. I love you
both. 187
VICTOR R. KALMAN, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of Philadelphia
IK-m.
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Thanks to my family for their love, patien
support.
Thanks to the "Bear" family for their prayers, faith
and love.
Thanks to my friends, who helped me to laugh during
some difficult times.
Thanks to my dear Denise, who makes my life better
every day.
Thank you Lord, for your countless blessings.
RICHARD KATZ, D.O.
St. Lukes Hospital
^^ 0.0.
JOHN M. KAUFFMAN, D.O.
Clarion Osteopathic Hospital
To the greatest family
in the world. Thank
you for your constant
love, support and
encouragement. I could
not have made it
without you!!!
WM. KEVIN KELLY, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
w^%^ <>}i
SUSAN M. KENNEDY, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield DivisioE
i
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To my wonderful parents- Thank you for
all of your love, support and
encouragement.
REBECCA S.
KNIGHTLINGER, D.O.
Metro Health Center
LARRY M. KJELDGAARD,
D.O.
Community General Osteopathic Hospital
/if^f >^- ^"M^^ P^o.
DREW A. KOCH, D.O.
York Memorial Hospital
yf^^C-^A
MARK KOCH, D.O.
Monmouth Medical Center
v^Uf^ ncrj-.
MICHAEL L. KONDASH,D.O.
York Memorial Hospital
y^^u j<nJU. 1),0.
WILLIAM F. KRAMER, D.O.
Botsford General Hospital
JOSEPH J. KUCHINSKI,D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
REGINALD LEE, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield Division
SCOTT LEONE, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
^^'i
This page is dedicate^
- My parents, who have always provided
me with love, support, and guidance
- My sister, who always showed her em-
pathy and caring as we grew up, and
- My brother, who reminded me to keep
my perspective and sense of humor.
I love you all.
ROBERT G. LEWCUN, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
yg-tfci- i' X^'c^ jyro:
GAYLE B. LIGHTSTONE, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital Parkview Division
This page is dedicated to the memory ofmy grandmoth-
er, Mary Winston. Many thanks to my family and
friends, especially my parents, for their love, support,
and guidance in making my dream a reality. A special
thanks to my loving husband, Howard, for his endless
patience, advice, understanding, encouragement and
love over the past four years. I love you all. Thanks.
Gayle
To Mom, Dad & Missy, thank you for all your love and
support. You taught me the value of "family" and made my
achievements possible.
To Jessica, I could not have married a more loving person than you.
Thanks for your understanding, patience and devotion. You are very
special.
To my "big brother, " relations, friends, "buddies, " and teachers, thanks for being
there, and giving me plenty ofmemories that will always bring a smile to my face.
STEVEN J. LOCNIKAR, D.O.
Normandy Osteopathic Hospital
DAVID L. LOHIN, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital-Central Division
^^
CHRISTOPHER LUCASTI,
D.O.
J.F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
(;^^^i4C/p^^ ^^^
lir / want to thank all my family for being so supportive through all the
years. For my father who I wish was still here to enjoy this proud
moment. Most of all to my mother who put up with me through all
my bad moods and hard times—you were always there with encour-
agement. Mom, I love you very much. I would not have been able to
doit without you. lam veryproud to be your son. Love always, Chris
The professional look when I was
one year old.
Well what can I say, it's a great dimple.
SUSAN L. LUKACS, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
JAMES S. McEVOY, D.O.
Lancaster Osteopathic Hospital
J. ^'C^da
JAMES P. MAJDIC, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Central Division
y^, (f^ /^Th^^!'^ 2^ c>.
MICHAEL C. MALINICS,
D.O.
St. Francis Hospital And Medical Center
/BETH A. MALLOZZI, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
^-t^'^a. 77,
Favorite place to study Favorite aunt and uncle My favorite sister
ANTONIUS J. MANOS, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
6l^C.^^./Z^^o^dZ
I want to thank all of the people
who helped my dream of becom-
ing a physician a reality: my
brothers Tom and Joe, My Un-
cle Joe and the rest ofmy rela-
tives, especially my parents who
encouraged, guided and support-
ed me through it all. Janie,
thanks for always being there
when I needed you.
ROSA MARINO, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
f\o^x.<x. /^^^^^.--;'A^ /Q.O
THOMAS N. MARINO, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield Division
'hS^ y^a.'^'
' reality
. My parents and all ofmy family for the love and patience so freely given. You taught
me to dream.
DANIEL D. MAST, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
)>—A ^i^>
Let us draw near to God
with a sincere heart in full
assurance in faith, having
our hearts sprinkled to
cleanse us from a guilty con-
sience and having our bod-
ies washed with a pure wa-
ter. Let us hold unswerv-
ingly the hope we profess,
for he who promised is
faithful. Hebrews 10:22,23
Entering d Long Fsrm T^dne
As every mart hds his hohiy-liking.,
ford real farm kne fenced hy old chestnut -r<iiIs
qray -green iviik do6s of mossand lichen, copious
Weedi' <a/?c/ hriers growm^ spot^ ^th^^rt fhe he^p^
of stray-pick d stones «?/ Me ^nce Ibises - irregddr
p^ihs ivorn bei ween, and /torse and cow tr<icks -
all characiemhc accompawments marking and
scenimg the neghLorhood m iheir seasons -^ apple-
tree ilossoms /n forn'ard Aprti -pgs, poutfru.
a field ofAugust buckwheat dnd in another the
long flapping 1<3ssels of maize - and so to the
pond, the expans/on o///ie creek, the secludeJ-
beauiiful, with young and old trees, and sucli
recesses and vistas.
MITCHELL F. MATEZ, D.O.
J.F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
HM^^^^s^^^^^m.
FRANK P. MATRONE, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Medical Center
DONALD R. MEADE, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
jLdBJP^M
Thanks to my Mom and Dad for their support.
Thanks to all my family for their perseverence.
But most of all, thanks to my wife, Lisa. I love you very
much!.
FRED A. MERRILL 3RD,
D.O.
Womack Army Community Hospital
/uj a- TTu.^^^<^-
Laurie,
Mere words seem inadequate to express
the value ofyour encouragement and pa-
tience throughout these four demanding
years. Only through your unselfish love
has it been possible.
Know that wherever I am, you are there
also.
THOMAS M. MEXTORF, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield
Division
-^^^^^
To my God, thankyou forgiving me the ability
to be here.
To my parents, thankyou for guiding me along
the way.
To Ken, Rich, Nancy and Jim, thank you for
all your guidance and support.
To my wife, Debbie, thank you for making it
ail worthwhile.
I love you all.
JACQUELINE D.
MICHAUD, D.O.
Riverside Hospital
To my parents, whom I owe
the most to, thank you for
always being there for me.
To my Family, thanks for all your sup-
port and caring throughout the years.
To Bonnie and Susan, thanks for keep-
ing me laughing even through the trying
From Cra wford Street To Wynnefield Terrace . .
roll.
Let the good times
Walk on through the wind - Walk on through the rain
Tho' your dreams be tossed and blown.
Walk on, walk on, with hope in your heart;
And you'll never walk alone, You'll never walk alone. O. Hammersteain 11
ROBERT G. MICHELINI,
D.O.
Community General Osteopathic
Hospital
^^^6^M.7)2i:cMni.0.o_
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To my Mom and Dud: Thankyou for all ofyour love
and support, which has helped me to realize a
dream. I'll always love you for all that you've
done for me.
To Phyllis, Bill, and Kathy: Thank you for being
there to talk to, & helping to make the past four
years bearable.
To my grandparents: Thanks you for your encour-
agement and counsel. Your belief in my abilities
allowed me to fulfill my potential.
To my friends and PCOM: Thank you for all of the
good times & laughter. The memories ofmy stay
in Philadelphia have been enriched by you.
JEFFREY H. MILLER, D.O.
Sun Coast Hospital
'^ML
Bless the Lord, O my soul;
And all that is within me bless His holy name.
Bless the Lord, O my soul.
And forget none of His benefits;
Who pardons all your 'iniquities;
Who heals all your diseases;
Who redeems your life from the pit:
Who crowns you with loving kindness and
compassion;
Who satisfies your years with good things.
So that your youth is renewed like the eagle.
-Psalm 103
PCOM-
Thank you for
the opportunity and the training.
• ^ ^
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer's lease hath all too short a date:
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines.
And often is his gold complexion dimm'd;
And every fair from fair sometime declines.
By chance, or nature's changing course, untrimm'd;
But thy eternal summer shall not fade.
Nor loose possession of that fair thou owest;
Nor shall Death brag thou wander's t in his shade.
When in eternal lines to time thou growest;
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see.
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.
-William Shakespeare
MARK E. MORAN, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
"Here's to you
Here's to me
Thanks to one and all!
"You make me so
fw^ THOMAS J. MORAN, D.O.
Naval Regional Medical Center -
Portsmouth, Va.
MICHAEL L. MURRAY,
D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview
Division
c>^/<zr.
UNITED STATES
MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY
GEORGE NAMEY JR., D.O.
Riverside Osteopathic Hospital
y /\A^ ji. d. 0.
KATHY LYNN NASE, D.O.
McKeesport Hospital
rSocxAy^ "oCynn T/CuoA^ O.O

GRACE D. NEJMAN, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
'Thy worth is far above my gifts, therefore,
to equal it, receive my heart. "
MICHAEL G. NEKORANIK,
D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
TTl^A^ ^. rpu-wruA , /).^
GARY NOTHSTEIN, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
LINDA C. OLMSTEAD, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
'uk. u Q^0ud^V,o.
MICHAEL P. ONDICH, D.O.
Clarion Osteopathic Hospital
^X^/?6JU-\DO.
PHILIP D. ORONS, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Central Division
G^^ "&. 6^/«nA^7^
Mom and Dad, I love you both very
much.
Thanks for everything!
The Crowsnest Crew.
TIMOTHY T. OTT, D.O.
West Allegheny Hospital
C^^lL,^^,^- c^r ^5^)^^
This page is dedicated to tiie Lord, my wife Chrystal,
and my parents. Without them I would never be where I
am this day, nor feel as fulfilled.
Thank you with all my love.
FOOTPRINTS
One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was walking along the beach with the
Lord. Across the sky flashed scenes from his life. For each scene, he noticed two sets of
footprints in the sand; one belonged to him, and the other to the Lord.
When the last scene of his life flashed before him, he looked back at the footprints in
the sand. He noticed that many times along the path of his life there was only one set of
footprints. He also noticed that it happened at the very lowest and saddest times in his
life.
This really bothered him and he questioned the Lord about it. "Lord, you said that once
I decided to follow you, you'd walk with me all the way. But 1 have noticed that during the
most troublesome times in my life, there is only one set of footprints. I don't understand
why when I needed you most you would leave me."
The Lord replied, "My son, my precious child, 1 love you and 1 would never leave you.
During your times of trial and suffering, when you see only one set of footprints, it was
then that 1 carried you."
BRADLEY STEPHEN
PARLIN, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield
Division
A special thanks to my parents, sister.
and friends.
Z i* ^ V
r t
-^
TONI JO PARMELEE, D.O.
"1>V.
-i<^<-, "to.
y
•;i:i>'-i^
special thanks to
the Bad to the Bones,
the ballooners,
the first row die-hards,
C.C. & D.T.,
the lab buddies,
SOMA and GBS,
the Trivial Pursuers,
all my friends who love to laugh.
"There are many paths leading to the rock of a physician's
calling. Along the well-worn roads thousands pass, blindly
following the lead of orthodoxy, pushing and jostling in a
throng which steadily advances with the years to a comfortable
plateau called Mediocrity . . . There are also the untrodden
paths which reqdire not onlyyouth, but freedom and fortitude.
Those ofyou who seed a new truth must blaze a trail ofyour
own. Thejewels ofour science lie offthe beaten track. Press on
in danger; with the risk of failure you have the urge to perse-
vere. You will clamber among landmarks accepted by your
forebears as immutable. Climb up along the precipice that
leads to no plateau, but only to high peaks from which you can
look down and see the truth you ha ve uncovered on your way. "
-Grantley Dick-Read, MD
My sincere thanks to my beloved family, my dear
friends, my fine teachers.
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CATHERINE V. PARRILLO,
D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
Kirksville 1974
Dr. & Mrs. S.J. Parrillo
DOUGLAS B. PAUL, D.O.
Grandview Hospital
Finally, the end, really just the beginning. The Gauntlet,
here's to the team!
NICHOLAS J. PENNINGS,
D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital-Parkview Division
LOUIS D. PETRELLIS, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
^^;^-^,,/^?fe^ D-o,
SCOTT H. PFEFFER, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of Philadelphia
To Mitchell, Patti, Beth, Paul, Lauren, Todd, Nicole and Jill:
_^^
// was the family togetherness that provided the support needed to accom-
plish my goals.
To Mom and Dad:
You have sacrificed "everything" so that I
could 'persue my education and fulfill my
dreams. I shall try to make you proud and
bring you "nochas" always.
To my grandparents
who live on in memory:
I wish you could be here
to share our happiness.
I'll think of you always.
TIMOTHY O. PFEIFFER, D.O.
Corpus Christi Osteopathic Hospital
SUZANNE M. PICINICH,
D.O.
Doctor's Hospital
Prayers of thanksgiving for the gifts of
Life, and the love of my family.
This dream, and the faith to accomplish it,
Good friends, teachers, mentors, and loved ones.
For their example, support, counsel and trust-
May I live up to this calling,
and be worthy of the title physician.
Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine.
SUSAN M. PILLARELLA
MAGARGEE, D.O.
Thomas Jefferson University
^uao^Qlrio
Whanks Mom, Dad, Mark & Lisa for your love
J& support!
fEd - We finally did it ... . Together, through
Lankenau. St. Joe's, PCOM, Jeff and
RUGBY! U. ^ ^
JOSEPH PINCIOTTI JR.,
D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
L yW*fe|^- T)(3
SUSAN POSERINA, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
o my rnenas.
I
J V inv ttt^iiii^f S, i ilia.
your knowledge and experience.
Thank you, Xfom, Dad, Mark,
ohn, for all your love, support,
nd sacrifice.
Thank you, Henri, for your deep
faith in God and in me.
Thank you, Vince, for your wid-
som and guidance.
Thank you, Grandmom and Pop for teaching me about life,
death, and loving.
But most of all, thanks to my Lord, for His patience
strength and unfailing love.
"Some day after mastering the winds, the waves, the tides and
gravity, we shall harness for God the energies of Love. And
then for the second time in the history of the world man will
have discovered Fire." Teilhard de Chardin
JUDITH PRICE, D.O.
Southeastern Medical Center
GERALD PYTLEWSKI, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
^.A^^JJ. &t£.U^0Q
MARY QUILLINAN, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
JOSEPH F. RADZWILKA,
D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
^^.^^
E. JANET REID D.O.
Cabrini Medical Center
'.^.u..^/^^2L^
The folUiwmg poem is cUJualiJ U> all ihosr saiils iv/ioac //\ca in so/jic
11 fli hnnhiJ mine and in dainfi so. flayed a pari in ihis nionnntoiis i-vcni
TO Tf/T MEMOR Y OF M Y FA THFR. uhosc ideals inspired me and upon
whose insistence I read ii. learned it and understood its meaninf- at an
early age:
TO M Y MOTHER, who. lhrouf;h her heaiity. resourcefulness and strength
and who. by virtue of her Native American heritage, imbued me with the
art of survival:
TO M Y HUSBA ND—devoted anil loving, caring and supportive-who has
been niy ROCK, a beacon of light during the storm, a refuge ofcomfort
and a wise counsel, a keeper of the fortress back home in Pittsburgh who
taught me the true meaning of love and sacrifice:
TO M Y TWO SONS, who supported their Mom by developing their own
senses of individualism and superior creative lalents--beconung. vet
holding fast to cherished values— and. in the process, taught me something
about the human spirit, family strength and maturation:
TO MY COLLEAGUE. NAN. who. because of her sensibilities for
simplicity, her own wealth of inner peace as well as her remarkable
unselfishness, is able lo impart upon others a sense of confidence and
courage, and in her I found a life-long friend:
TOM Y COLLEA G LIE. "CJ, "who early on unreservedly and unconditional-
ly rendered his friendship and. who, through his candor became a mentor,
through his compassionate ear. became a confidant and. in his affable,
rare, cavalier raw spirit 1 found my alter ego as well as a cosmic colleague;
TOGOD ALMIGHTY AND JESUS CHRIST. WHO.by GRACE and my
FAITH, truly brought about this accomplishment.
E. Janet Reid
#
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you.
But make allowances for their doubting to;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
or. being lied about, don't deal in lies,
Or, being hated, don't give way to hating
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream — and not make dreams your master;
If you can think — and not make thoughts your aim.
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools.
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken.
And stoop and build 'em up with wornout tools;
If you can make one heap of all your w innings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-loss.
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and ner\e and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone.
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on";
If you can walk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings -- nor lose the common touch;
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforguing minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run -
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it.
And -- which is more — you'll be a Man, my son!
Rudyard Kipling
FRANK L. REUSCHE III,
D.O.
McKeesport Hospital
S?€^^/e o( ^,^^^rfc 'JUL j:>(D
ff^t^ BRUCE DAVID RICHMAN,
D.O.
Atlantic City Medical Center
^..^/J^Ur^M
Dedicated to the memory of my father, Sidney Richman, D.O. 1951
WILLIAM B. RICHWINE, D.O.
Community General Osteopathic
Hospital
%B^£.iU.^A(X
U\Jl^ Of LIFE
RiijeA of, Sp<x-U
R^yM tkcU dtuuii on atl the. day long
Ri\jit^ o^ Hop-Lng
Ra.vila. of, Light
R-LviLi thcU itouii on aJUL thn.ou.gh the n-igkt
RiueA o(i Courage
R<.ueA of, StAAf^e.
KiveA that flouii on ati through ouA tif,e.
Rivi^L of Sanih-cne.
RiueA of Rcu.«
R^ueA that fiouii on iootking thz paXn
R-Lvtn. 0(i Ca/Ung
R^ueA of Lovz
Ri.\iiA thcU le.acU a* to God aboue
RiueA. of Body
R-iueA 0^ SouZ
R-tueA. of T/Uimph on ie.achA.ng oiin goat
Ri-ueji of Uemo'Ue.i
ftiveA ftcui on—
Rivfi of Peace afttt uie'Ke gone..
Joy M. BaUoAd
''MM
LANCE S. ROBERTS, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
fU-o^^o,
CARMELA G. ROMANO,
D.O.
Community General Osteopathic Hospital
(6«a..^^^x.e^ /^ ^:^<>^jc.<x-7<^*-' <V
.
MICHELE M. ROMANO,
D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview
Division
fK^dJ^jJ-^^ %_. ^^Qy^A.^.J-^ o<^ ^
DONALD H. ROSENBAUM,
JR., D.O.
Oakland Naval Hospital
>o>^-o~^A. ri: "F*-
MICHAEL STEVEN
ROSENTHAL, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
,F^S^ lIWlm ^imt^ 'i^wJfu^ T). ,
THIRD YEAR FOURTH YEAR INTERN FIRST NIGHT
HUGO O. ROSERO, D.O.
Downstate Medical Center
JONI B. ROSSNICK, D.O.
Peninsula Hospital Center
DEDICATED WITH LOVE TO MY
PARENTS AND TO THE MEMORY
OF MY GRANDMOTHER AND AUNT,
Who inspired me to choose the moon.
To scrutinize the earth.
To preceive the psalms of the seas
And see the unspeakable star in each
human soul. "Now we exhort you, brethren, warn them that are unruly, comfort the feebleminded,
support the weak, be patient toward all men."
- I Thessalonians 5:14
PAUL E. ROTHKOPF, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
^7^<. ^^^,
TOMYPARENTS - Thanks you for the many years ofsupport, encouragement, and love,
and for instilling in me the values that you have always held most important. You helped
me realize a dream.
TOMY WIFE - Thank you forALWA YS being there, for taking an interest in my career,
and for being my best friend. I couldn't have done it without you.
I LOVE YOU ALL
RICHARD N. RUDNICKI,
D.O.
Saint Michael's Medical Center
MARY B. RUSSO-COLT, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
JOSEPH M. RYBICKI, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
^, fld^ 0^
JOHN C. SEFTER, D.O.
York Memorial Hospital
PETER SERPIGO, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
tlifcGO
sT^^-
JAMES SHAFFER, D.O.
Shenango Valley Osteopathic
Hospital
Take care my friend
Because I can't help
thinking
How lonely it is without
you
And how nice it would
be
To see you again
But most of all
Take care my friend
Because you matter to
me.
DEAN J. SHANLEY, D.O.
Eisenhower Army Medical Center
.u^ "50.
MARK S. SICKORA, D.O,
Shenango Valley Osteopathic
Hospital
maJ^^.S^^oierv^ CD.
"The gods had condemned Sisy-
phus to ceaslessly roll a rock to the
top of a mountain, where the stone
would fall back of its own weight .
.
. they thought there is no more
dreadful punishment than futile
and hopeless labor . . . But to Sisy-
phus . . . each atom of that sone,
each mineral flake of that night
filled mountain, in itself formed a
world. The struggle itself toward
the heights is enough to fill a man's
heart. One must imagine Sisyphus
happy. "
Albert Camus
Bewildered Baby
JANE SIEHL, D.O.
Grandview Hospital
.J-tP\/^->; ^^-<^.J^'' P<c>
INSTITUT FUR
BIOCHEMISCHE PHARIIAKOLOGIE
INSTITUT fUR
IMHUNOLOGIE
INSTITUT FUR
KREBSFORSCHUNG
"What is the most difficult thing of all? That
which seems to you easiest - to see with your
eyes that which lies before your eyes" Goethe
LOUIS J. SIMONETTI, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
l: i>.o
RONALD F. SING, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Central Division
tcUn -^ic^;f^.
Thanks for being behind me the
whole way.
Love,
Ron
mmM
ROBERT J. SKALICKY, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
To my parents, family, friends, and
Lynne:
Thanks for all of your concern,
support, and love throughout the
years. I could not have reached this
point without you.
Love,
Rob
^sr
^
I
JOHN STEPHEN SNOKE,D.O.
Community General Osteopathic
Hospital
\Jr^ SXjiL ^^Jk Cg,
My love, respect and eternal thanks to:
My parents for giving me the opportunity of a lifetime,
My sisters for putting up with me,
Debbie for her love, patience, understanding
and especially for saying YES!
ICHARLES J. SOPHY, JR., D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Springfield
Division
iss
^^^ / >4^/^- ^'^-
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The Dymanic Duo, you made
my dream a reality ....
GOD; October 2, 1960, Pottsville, Pa.; MoM, dAd, matt, Taiti, MOM, aunt Ida, aunt
Mary, Uncle harry, harold, Petey, and Peter; St. pat's; the market; THE SAUSAGE
SANDWICH w/everything; Nativity B. V.M.; the plays; danny; sharon; Druym Major;
St. joe 's U; Woodbine apt # 409; MCA T's; Ashwood # 604; the FIRE (1/82); frannie &
Charlie; PCOM; penn-wynn apts # ISO1, 1706, 201, & 1714; STUDYSTUDYSTUDY
ROTATIONS; billy; Julie; dexter; Springfield internship; THE VIRGIN IS-
LANDS: Residency?!?!!!!, To you all, lam eternally grateful, I LOVE YOUALL
THANKS
(D.O.J
IMARY JEANNE SPINOSI,D.O.
J.F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital
much love to my family and
friends for without your pa-
tience, advice, support, and
love these past four years
would not have been possi-
ble. Thanks for making the
trying times more bearable
and this venture all worth-
while. What would I do
without you!
GEORGE STEFENELLI, D.O.
Interfaith Medical Center
!l
Lefs see . . . It's sidebend to, rotate
away.
JAMES W. STUTTS, D.O.
Darnall Army Community Hospital
In Memorial ... to my wife whose unselfish love, encouragement
and sacrifice have seen me through the trials of war and the tribula-
tions of medical school. With her support and dedication, this dream
has been realized.
DANIEL B. SULLIVAN, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
J^Mu^tcS. ^uU^^^zu^.M.
JAMES H. SUSSMAN, D.O.
Metopolitan Hospital - Central
Division
\k>-'?M-«-<; >T^^V**^.v»-v,^ ^*^
In loving memory of my Father in the hope that I can
reHect even a small part of his genorosity and kindness.
Heartfelt thanks to my Mom for unwavering support and
patience, to Susan for being a wonderful wife and mother,
and to our sons, Michael and Timmy, who like Bert better
than Ernie and think that Santa Claus lives at the beach.
/'"/' ' ^'"
"-••
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JOSEPH J. SZUSTAK, D.O.
Allentown Osteopathic Hospital
,40l^^>^
GERALD F. TADLEY, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview
Division
W/^ f -^f^/^ ,X).0
To the team, to the —team
\> _ (\
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Carole, thanks for your love, endless
support and helping our dream come
true.
Mom & Dad, thanks for your guid-
ance and love.
To my family, thanks for being
there.
To Mom & Dad Thackray, thanks
for your support and your
daughter.
3EEBEANNE M. TAVANI, D.O.|
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
J-'^^^Mx.^^^^^ V /,l,>„,rU_.^0
I would like to thank God for granting me the wisdom along this difUcult
path. I thank my parents who unselfishly devoted their life to providing
me with love, support and understanding. Thank you, Suzanne, for always
being there to put the "fmal touches" where I needed them. Sitto, thank
you for allyour wise words andyour love. Ralph, we stood together during
hard times, thankyou foryour love, support and encouragement. To all of
my family, I am grateful for your concern and support. I love you all.
2S7

JAMES A. USLIN, D.O.
Memorial General Hospital
rJd/n^j.
Just too many names and faces belong on this page. You know who you are. Thanks
especially. Mom and Dad, you're the greatest. To everyone else: "Here's lookin' at you!".
Thanks.
"Now can I he a truck driver?"
'/*^.
MARK VAN BLARGEN, D.O.
Presbyterian - University Of Pa.
Medical Center
y^^Uk^ /Z^^-^^^-.
DANIEL J. VILE, D.O.
Delaware Valley Medical Center
dja^yu:^p.^U^ Jd.Q.
car Mom. Dad, and Family,
Over the past four years we've gone
through sonic tough times. The sacrifices
that you've made for me have been many.
You did these without regret or thought of
gain, at times putting aside plans that you
made so that I could go on. Well, the road is
close to its end and upon looking back I
realized that it was a group effort. YouWe
stood by my side giving words of encourage-
ment in both my good and bad times. All of
you have given so much ofyourselves that at
times I felt somewhat guilty. You have
taught me many things over the years, the
most important thing you've shown me
through actions not just words. The love that
you ha ve given me I will cherish for always.
Thank you all for this and for all that you
have done for me. I love you all.
Love,
Danny
)
BONNIE JEANNE
WALTMAN, D.O.
Clarion Osteopathic Hospital
OQ& j-i-rui-e^ CLa.>^,u^ ~^A^AX^/n,
REMEMBERING ALL THOSE WHO
MADE THIS GOAL POSSIBLE . . .
OLA ND- thanks for sharing love and
ni play in H-ares mi
to me
I'li run to rind a rainWf^^SmUfS laugh.
because its end I know I'll never .fee.
But I keep hoping thai someday by chance, that rainbow
will be me.
Because a rainbow comes and goes us it pleases,
and it pleases everyone it sees.
It turns a I'rown from a rainy day. to a smile on you and
me.
And a pot of gold will be all my friends and family.
because they mean that much to me.
You see I'm free. free, free to see
FREE, free, free to be ME! bjw
Brothers, I do not think of myself as having reached
the finish line. I give no thought to what lies behind,
but push on to what is ahead. My entire attention is on
the finish line as I run toward the prize to which GOD
calls me- Life on high with JESUS CHRIST. . . It is
important that we continue on our course, no matter
what stage we have reached.
Philippians 3; 1 3- 1
6
ROSANN D. WATERMAN,
D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview
Division
/^2<2^^ D. ^fkb'^p'n"^ J)o.
It is with love and appreciation for
my family, and in memory of my
grandfather, that I dedicate this
achievement.
N
MARK T. WATKINS, D.O.
St. Joseph's Hospital
\^^^o,y^^S^^>f^?'o^J^^^ ^/), 0.
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One can pay the
but one dies forever in debt to
who are kind
Mom, Dad, Allen, thank you for your
unendless love and support you have given
me throughout the years; I LOVE YOU
My friends, to you who have put up with my
"boring medical stories", thanks
JENNIFER WEBER, D.O,
Polyclinic Medical Center
JONATHAN H. WEISS, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
I'fl?^-^ ^ aX^. d,o.
special thanks to my parents. Mom, thanks for being there when I needed you. Dad, you will always live in
my heart.
DANIEL T. WENDEL, D.O,
Millcreek Community Hospital
^iu^-g^ ij)^^^
Thank You And God Bless.
Love,
Dan
-'
I ^»iW^ "-^
CHARLES T. WILLIAMS, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of
Philadelphia
PAUL DAVID WILLIAMS,
D.O.
Methodist Hospital, Brooklyn, N.Y.
To my patients - God bless you
To my classmates - Good luck
and to my family - Thank you
NINA L. WOLCHASTY, D.O.
Metropolitan Hospital - Parkview Division
"^^yUruooC- kJ^Aad
1
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This page is dedicate to the
memory of my mother, whose
love,
wisdom, and courage gave me
the
strength to persevere in the
face of adversity.
\^ / would like to thank my family
^^ for their constant support and
,^ encouragement. This achievementjfl is not solely mine, for I could
^^ not have done it without you.
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SCOTT YARMARK, D.O.
Suburban General Hospital
MICHAEL J. ZAWISZA, D.O.
Osteopathic Medical Center Of Philadelpliia
HOWARD R. ZVEITEL, D.O.
Tuscon General Hospital
y^>^Uf^^L^//^
Mygraduation day is here because oflove and support of
my family and friends. Miles is one of the most special,
and although he could not be with us on this day, his love
and encouragement will be with me forever, and my love
will be with him.
IHL F'HILADtLPHIA INOL'IRLK AuguM '. I9SJ
MARVIN by Tom Armstrong

STUDENT COUNCIL
GROUP LEADERS
BANKER SOCIETY
CHRISTIAN MEDICAL
LAMBDA
OMICRON
GAMMA
PHI SIGMA GAMMA
SENIORS
Al Barman
Ron Burinsky
Jack Dermigny
Mike Detorre
Rick Ferris
Steve Grejda
Doug Grisier
Alex Joanow
John Kalata
Bob Michelini
James Shaffer
Steve Snoke
George Stefenelli
Mark Sickora
James Usiin
Mark VanBlargan
Dan Vile
Frank Matrone
Paul Williams
Rob Skalicky
Charles Williams
Louis Simonetti
James Stutts
iSTUDENT OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
SAA Officers 1985-86
Cheryl Rothkopf, Ellen
Masteller,
Shelly Frndak, Jim Marshall,
Amy Fisher
Graduating Class
Senior Spouses
Mayor Goode presenting
proclamation of Osteo-
pathic Medicine Week in
Philadelphia to SAA Pres-
ident Mrs. Cheryl
Rothkopf
AUXILIARY
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Class of 1986
TEAM MEMBERS
Jaqueline
Michaud
Karen
Arscott
Jane
Siehl
Bonnie
Waltman
Dorothy
Burdziak
Beth
Bilski
WOMEN'S
GOLF TEAM
RUGBY
SYNAPSIS
Rick Rudnicki
Ginta Gecys
Neil Halin
Susan P, Magargee
Jane Siehl
Editor-in-Chief
Co-Editor
Co-Editor
Business Manager
Business Manager
STAFF
Paul Williams
Carol Unice
Bruce Richman
Jeanne Spinosi
Andy Hummel
Gayle Lightstone
Nancy Jeffries
Chuck Harvey
Nina Wolchasty
Angela Antoine
Bonnie Waltman
and The Class of '86
Special thanks to Phil Klein of Josten's Publish-
ing for his help, his ideas and his patience.
DOONESBURY
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f^ Of86.youHAve5Pem ,p?=s=^^ W£ LA9TfWK YEARS ^
rni run \i)i 1 riiiA iNyriki K \i.n i:
by Garry Triideau
PAMDOXB'^ ABOUNP BY ACOPTING
UNQuesTiama'i all youhavs bon
TAU6KT, YOU HAVe LBARNLV NOTHinb
OF VALUE. AS YOU HAVE BNRlCMtD
YOUH PROSPSCTB, nj HAVE
mPOveasHSP your, souls
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AWARDS
The Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback
Foundation Award for
Distinguished Teaching
John W. Becher, Jr., A.B., D.O.
Robert hiewenhuis, B.S.,
M.S., Ph.D.
The Dean's Award
John Charles Sefter, Jr.
The Alumni Association Award
Ronald Eugene Baird
The Frederic H. Barth
Memorial Award
James Michael Bonner
The Wilbur P. Lutz. D.O.
Memorial Award
Grace Dale hejman
The Dean Arthur M.
Flack and Belle B. Flack
Memorial Award
Thomas Martin Mextorf
The William F. Daiber, D.O.
Memorial Award
Victor Ray Kalman
The Harold C. Waddel, D.O.
Memorial Award
Toni Jo Parmelee
The John H. Eimerbrink, D.O. Memorial
Award
Larry Mitchell Kjeldgaard
The Kenneth L. Wheeler, D.O. Memorial
Award
Steven Douglas Grejda
The Galen S. Young, Sr., D.O. Award
Stephen J. Dietrich
The Dr. Thomas M. Rowland, Jr. Award
Donald Herman Rosenbaum, Jr.
The H. Willard Sterrett, D.O. and
H. Willard Sterrett, Jr., D.O.
Memorial Award
William Frederick Kramer
The Galen S. Young, Sr.,
D.O. Award
Douglas Bruce Paul
Sigma Alpha Omicron
Barbara Ann Crothers
The Student Council Memorial
Award
Barbara Ann Crothers
POMA Award
Jeffrey H. Miller
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(OUR ETERNAL GRATITUDE)

!
THE MEMBERS OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
EXTEND OUT BEST WISHES
AND CONGRATULATIONS
TO
THE CLASS OF 1986
J. Sydney Hoffman, Chairman
Glenn J. Hoffman, Vice Chairman
Robert A. Bressler, Treasurer
Nancy M. McCullen, Secretary
Robert A. Bressler
Henry A. D'Alonzo
Kernel G. Dawkins
Joseph G. Duncan
Robert C. Erwin
Dalck Feith
B. T. Bailey Flack
Emanuel Fliegelman
Abraham Gafni
Sabini K. Hankin
Glenn J. Hoffman
J. Sydney Hoffman
Melvin C. Howell
Richard S. Koch
Herman Kohn
C. Gerard Kramer
G. Michael Leader
Theodore P. Mauer
Nancy M. McCullen
Robert L. Meals
Ralph C. Palmer, Jr.
Nicholas C. Pedano
Ruth E. Purdy
Samuel J. Roberts
Baron Rowland
Reed Speer
Mortimer J. Sullivan
A. Aline Swift
J. Peter Tilley
Galen S. Young
Wendell W. Young, III
"a
Dr. Timothy Brooks, 1985
PCOM graduate and intern
at Clarion Osteopathic
Community Hospital,
examines a pediatric
patient.
As a means to build upon your academic achievements at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine, consider the Internship program at Clarion Osteopathic Community Hospital.
With full AOA accreditation, we can offer to you:
* approved Rotating Intern Training in eight areas of concentration
•specialty coverage in Obstetrics, Internal Medicine, Surgery, Pathology, Radiology, Pediatrics, ENT,
Ophthamology and Oncology
•complete educational services
•excellent practice opportunities in a developing, family-oriented community
Our new 96-bed, acute care facility is equipped with a fully monitored, computerized eight-bed
ICCU; "SURGICARE" outpatient services; Cardiac Rehabilitation Program; Histopathology and
Cystology services. For more information, contact our Medical Education Department.
CLARION OSTEOPATHIC
COMMUNITY HOSPITALCOCH
ONE HOSPITAL DRIVE • Clarion,
PA 16214
814/226-9500 J
rCONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF '86
DEPARTMENT OF
EMERGENCY MEDICINE
John W. Becher, Jr., D.O. Chairman
Steven J. Parrillo, D.O.
Eileen M. Singer, D.O.
Randy N. Grinspan, D.O.
Anthony DiPasquale, D.O.
Joan Gable, D.O.
Brian Silverman, D.O.
Dennis Guest, D.O.
Russ Mazda, DO.O
EMERGENCY MEDICINE RESIDENTS:
Jennifer Bantley, D.O.
John Coyle, D.O.
John Damiano, D.O.
Steven Evans, D.O.
Michele Falino, D.O.
Robert Linkenheimer, D.O.
James McMullen, D.O.
Martin Pieretti, D.O.
Victor Scali, D.O.
Daria Starosta, D.O.
Leonard Ulan, D.O.
Bruce Whitman, D.O.
Congratulations
to the
Class of 1986
1
Joseph A. Dieterle, D. O.
Dean and Staff Jk
rOSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE
".
. . to promote the public health,
to encourage scientific research,
and to maintain and improve high
standards of medical education
in osteopathic colleges."
Constitution of the
American Osteopathic Association
"a
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF
1986
DEPARTMENT OF OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGY & ORO-
FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
Theodore P. Mauer, D.O., F.O.C.O.O., Chairman & Professor
Martin S. Neifield, D.O.
Ronald N. Reinhard, D.O.
Robert F. Giuliano, D.O.
Lynn Sumerson, D.O.
David Granoff, D.O.
Vytas Siliunas, D.O.
Ronald Kirschner, D.O.
Bernard McDonnell, D.O.
Paul Imber, D.O.
Stephen Smith, DMD, Chairman of TMJ
Nancy Koshetar, DDS
RESIDENT STAFF
Christopher VonHake, D.O.
Robert Warner, D.O.
Dean Berman, D.O.
Joseph Muscarella, D.O.
Michael Aaron, D.O.
Joseph Hemer, D.O.
Benjamin Chack, D.O.
Stephen Dorf, D.O.
J
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Joseph Lubeck, D.O.
Louis Butera, D.O.
Dennis Graham, D.O.
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
OMCP
"Life is Short! The art long,
occasion instant, experiment
perilous,
decision difficult. ''
Hippocrates
rJ
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1986
Hospital Of
Philadelphia College Of Osteopathic Medicine
Walter R. Brand
Administrator
4150-90 City Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19131
(21 5)-58 1-6000 Number of Beds: 222
AOA Approved For:
INTERNSHIP TRAINING
RESIDENCIES:
Anesthesiology
Emergency Medicine
General Practice
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Orthopedic Surgery
Ophthalmology
Osteopathic Principles & Practice
Otorhinolaryngology
Pathology
Pediatrics
Proctology
Radiology
FELLOWSHIPS:
Cardiology
Gastroenterology
Hema tology/Oncology
Medical Diseases
Of The Chest
J
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r Delaware Valley Medical Center
THE NEW DELAWARE VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
200 Oxford Valley Road
Langhorne, PA 19047
(215) 750-3000
SERVING LOWER BUCKS COUNTY, 30 MILES FROM PHILADELPHIA, PA
Externships
Approved for Intern Training
Residencies:
Anesthesia
Emergency Medicine
General Practice
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
Orthopedic Surgery
Pathology
Pediatrics
Memberships:
American Osteopathic Association
American Osteopathic Hospital Association
Delaware Valley Hospital Council
Hospital Association of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Osteopathic Hospital Association
Harry Glass, D.O.
President
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Boris H. Traven, D.O.
Medical Director
Director of Medical Education
1TO THE GRADUATING
CLASS
BEST WISHES FOR A
MOST SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
NICKEY-LEVIN ASSOCIATES
WILLIAM A. NICKEY, D.O., F.A.C.O.I.
STEVEN S. LEVIN, D.O., F.A.C.O.I.
MICHAEL H. BRODER, D.O.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
THE CLASS OF 1986
J
r.ACOMMITMENT
TO EXCELLENCE
...MOUNTCLEMENS GENERALHOSPITAL
RESIDENCIES:
• Anesthesia
• Internal Medicine
• Otorhinolaryngology and Oro-Facial Plastic Surgery
• Obstetrics/Gynecology
• Orthopedics
• Pathology
• Pediatrics
• Radiology
• Surgery
FEATURES:
• Fully Accredited
• 288 Bed Acute Care Facility
• Approved for Residency Training—36 Positions
• Approved for Intern Training (Rotating Internship)-
18 Positions
• tVlacomb County Medical Resource Control Center
• Macomb County Emergency Resource Coordinating
Center
• Delta Scan 2060 CT Scanner
• Hemodialysis Center—Macomb and St Clair Counties
CHARLES H WARREN
Administrator
RALPH J La GRO
Assistant Administrator
EDWIN A DOEHRING. DO
Medical Director
DOUGLAS L WOOD, D
rector of Medical Education
^
1000 Harrington Boulevard
Mount Clemens, Ml 48043
Telephone (313) 466-8000
VOLUNTARY OSTEOPATHIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
MOUNT CLEMENS GENERAL HOSPITAL
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE OFFERS DISTINCTIVE CARE"a
COMPLIMENTS OF DEPARTMENT OF OSTEOPATHIC
PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE MEDICINE
Nicholas S. Nicholas, D.O.
Chairman
Walter C. Ehrenfeuchter, D.O.
Katherine M. England, D.O.
David Heilig, D.O.
Alexander S. Nicholas, D.O.
Philip J. Bell, D.O.
Marvin Blumberg, D.O.
David Coffey, D.O.
Robert Gober, D.O.
Anthony Leone, D.O.
Ida Schmidt, D.O.
Jerome Sulman, D.O.
Earl Noble Wagner, D.O.
Abraham Zellis, D.O.
Robert Boltuch, D.O.
Richard Dobrusin, D.O.
Ricky Lockett, D.O.
J
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Nothing ventured . .
.
Nothing gained.
We invite you to venture with us.
Flint Osteopathic Hospital.
Whiere we look upon your medical education
process as thie beginning ot a lifelong career
of joint ventures.
TEACHING HOSPITAL AND OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
PATIENT IN NEED OF HEALING.
INTERN,
RESIDENT
INSTRUCTING PHYSICIAN,
Eachi a part of the whole.
HOSPITAL AND OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
WHOLISM,
We believe the patient is served the better
for it. And that is why we're here.
For you.
With ycu.
We venture together.
Address information requests to Medical Education
FOH
Flint Osteopattiic Hospital
3921 Beecher Rood
Flint. Mictiigan 48502
Christoptier T Meyer, DO,
Director of Medical Education
313-762-4707
f<-';>":>r.-^'^o'..-?;;
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1CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS
OF 1986
Stanley Schiff, D.O.
Medical Director/DME
Metropolitan Hospital-Central Division
201 North 8th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106 (215) 238-2280
Richard Anderson, D.O.
Medical Director/DME
Metropolitan Hospital-Parkview Division
1331 E. Wyoming Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19124 (215) 537-7610
A. Archie Feinstein, D.O.
Medical Director/DME
Metropolitan Hospital-Springfield Division
Sproul & Thompson Roads
Springfield, PA 19064 (215) 328-9200
Albert Bonier, D.O.
Chief Medical Officer
Metropolitan Hospital
801 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107 (215) 238-2097
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We at Botsford General Hospital invite
you to meet our staff and discover our modern
300-bed hospital facility, including a new
50.000 square' foot Education and Adminis-
tration Building which houses an excellent
medical library We are currently putting in
place a five-story expansion to our existing
facility which will bring our bed complement
to 33B,
Beconne acquainted with our outstandint
programs of osteopathic medical education,
fully approved by all required accrediting
agencies, and developed via our affiliation with
uch schools as Michigan State University
LJollege of Osteopathic Medicine Our
experience teaching and training spans over
35 years.
Interns and residents rotate through
Botsford General Hospital, located in the
rolling hills and lake country of southeastern
Michigan, and an inner-city hospital only
minutes from the vibrant Detroit city center
and Ontario. Canada.
The House Staff consists of 30 interns
and B3 residents We presently maintain
residencies in: Anesthesiology. Family
Practice. Gastroenterology, General Surgery,
Internal Medicine. Medical Diseases of the
Chest. Neurology. Obstetrics/Gynecology,
Ophthalmology, Orthopedic Surgery,
Otorhinolaryngology. Radiology and Urology
Our Obstetrical Service approximates
1 400 deliveries per year and includes an "
Alternative Birthing Unit, Additionally, we have
an active Ambulatory Surgery Unit \A/ith a
caseload approximately 350G per year, a
Critical Care Unit, our Emergency Service
has more than 20.G0G visits per year, and we
maintain a new service in chemical
dependency Our annual total caseload is
approximately BO.GOO patient days, and we
are still growing.
Fop more information write:
Vance D. Powell, Jr., D.O.
Director of Medical Education
Botsford General Hospital
2B050 Grand River
Farmington Hills, Ml 48024
or phone: C3131 471-BSSS
botsford IIH hospital
.generalsleopalhic insiituuon \ ving the community
SELECTING
A MEDICAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAM
CAN'T BE
"A SHOT
IN THE
DARK"...
At Memorial General Hospital, our success
is translated into an unceasing quest for
excellence in education, medicine, nursing
and patient care.
Working closely witti a medical staff at-
tuned to the importance of ffie learning
process, your skills as an osteopathic phy-
sician will be enhanced through participa-
tion in carefully-designed educational
programs, daily interaction with the exper-
tise of ancillary staff and concentrated ex-
posure to advanced technological re-
sources.
With a medical education program con-
sisting of 300 teaching beds, M.G.H. in-
vites you to shape your professional goals
amid the setting of a modern and expand-
ing community hospital.
Residency programs are provided in:
• Anesthesiology
• Radiology
• Proctology
• General Practice
• Internal t^fledicine
• General Surgery
• Emergency Medicine
• Otorhinolaryngology/
Facial Plastic Surgery
COME TO
WHERE
THE BRIGHTEST
LEARN FROM
THE BEST.
MEMORIAL GENERAL HOSPITAL
1000 GALLOPING HILL ROAD ' UNION • NEW JERSEY 07083
201<687'1900
Victor J Fresolone. President Anttiony N. LaFalce. DO.. Vice President ol Medical Affairs
J
rCarl Kodroff, D.O. PCOM '56
E. Norman Weiss, D.O. Pcom '72
Maria Limberakis, D.O. PCOM '80
Ralph D. Mazzochetti, D.O. PCOM '85
The Physicians of
Bustleton Medical Center
Would like to congratulate all
the students of the
Class of 1986
Especially the following students
who served on a rotation at
Bustleton Medical Center
JEFFERY A. HERMAN
MARK S. VAN BLARGEN
ROBERT J. SKALICKY
MICHELLE M. ROMANO
STEPHEN J. DIETRICH
NEIL J. ATLIN
SCOTT LEONE
MARK T. WATKINS
CARLA S. CUOCI
LOUIS D. PETRELLIS
MARC DOMSKY
DOROTHY BURDZIAK
DANIEL B. SULLIVAN
ROSANN D. WATERMAN
JONI ROSNICK
STEVEN DIAMOND
Bustleton Medical Center
9601 Bustleton Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19115
"i
To
The Graduating Class of 1986
On behalf of the Department of Internal Medicine,
We would like to extend our congratulations
and success in your future endeavors.
William Nickey, D.O., Chairman
Albert D'Alonzo, D.O., Director of Clinical Medicine
John Simelaro D.O., ViceChairman
Wayne Arnold, D.O.
David Bevan, D.O.
Michael Broder, D.O.
Vincent Carr, D.O.
Edmund Carroll, D.O.
Zenia Chernyk, D.O.
James Conroy, D.O.
Albert D'Alonzo, D.O.
William Dickerson, D.O.
Jeffrey Freeman, D.O.
Alan Geisler, D.O.
William Gilhool, D.O.
Michael Kirschbaum, D.O.
Bruce Romberg, D.O.
Patrick Lanutti, D.O.
Stephen Levin, D.O.
Bruce Margolis, D.O.
William Nickey, D.O.
Philip Pantle, D.O.
Michael Resnick, D.O.
Marvin Rosner, D.O.
Michael Sallen, D.O.
John Simelaro, D.O.
Michael Venditto, D.O.
Eugene Wyszynski, D.O.
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Pontiac
Osteopathic
Hospital
A 308 Bed, Acute Care, General
Hospital
SERVING
OAKLAND COUNTY
MICHIGAN
SINCE
1953
American Osteopathic Association approved tor training in 20 Internships
and 45 Residencies In 12 different speclatties:
General Surgery Emergency Medicine
Radiology General Practice
Pathology Dermatology
Pediatrics Otorhlnolaryngology and
Oro-Facial Surgery
JOSEPH L TERRITO, DO.
Anesthesiology
Ophthalmology
Orthopedic Surgery
Emergency Medicine
JACK H. WHITLOW
CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF 1986
Auxiliary to the
Osteopathic Medical Center
of Philadelphia
TO OUR SPOUSES:
Our Yesterdays have
become Todays,
Our Todays have
become Tomorrows.
We love you,
The Student Associate
Auxiliary
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS
OF
1986
EYE PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
CARLO J. Dl MARCO. D. O.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
4700 TOWNSHIP LINE. DREXEL HILL. PA 19026
<215) 789-5510
Congratulations To The Class Of '86
From
INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
2705 DeKalb Pike, Suite 309
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19401
Albert J. Fornace, D.O. '44
Martin D. Bascove, D.O. '64
Donald J. Sesso, D.O. '71
Joseph V. Koehler, D.O. '56
James E. McHugh, D.O. '68
Joseph A. Cable, D.O. '78
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
DR. JOSEPH C. GALLAGHER, JR.
DR. NORMAN STEMPLER
Suite 101
2705 De Kalb Pike
Norristown, PA 19401
277-0711
J
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Dear Doctors,
On behalf of the Alumni Association of
The Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine
CONGRATULATIONS ONE AND ALL!
We welcome you as alumni with
complimentary membership
For your first full year as a D.O.
If there is every anything we can do for you.
Please call on us.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Joseph A. Ackil, D.O. President
Louis Amalfitano, D.O. President-Elect
Richard Darby, D.O. Past-President
Robert J. Furey, D.O. Secretary
Galen S. Young, Sr., D.O. Treasurer
Hale Pfeffal, Jr. Executive Director
"3
WE
WELCOME
THE CLASS OF 1986
TO THE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OF
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE
OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
Best Wishes to the Class of 1986
PCOM"
Dr. George H. Guest
Dr. Roy N. Pasker
Dr. Floyce D. McCauley
Dr. Edward M. Gentile
K
Congratulations to our D.O.tter
Rebecca S. Kightlinger
May God bless you as you begin your career,
and throughout your life.
Mom and Dad . . . and from family:
Janet and Peggy, Kim, Ricky and baby Jeffery and
Robin,
Nathan and Benjamin Kevin and Grandma Frances
Flaherty
1
DR. SUSAN POSERINA
Congratulations
and
Thanks for being you
With Pride and Love
Mark . . . John . . . Mom . . Dad
Congratulations to Jane Siehl
& The Class of 1986
Dr. & Mrs. Richard F. Siehl
KCOM '52
"8
JERRY TADLEY
Congratulations! We all
love you and are so proud of you.
We wish you much success.
Mom and Dad,
Ed and Barbara,
Maryanne and Dan,
Maureen and Pete,
Fran and Jack,
Joseph and Dow,
Patrick and Lois,
Tom and Kate,
Bern and Michele, and
14 nieces and nephews
CONGRATULATIONS DR. JERRY TADLEY
We are very proud of you!
All of our Love and best wishes.
The Thackray Family
CONGRATULATIONS DR. JERRY TADLEY
You have worked so hard to
attain your dream. I am so
very proud of you.
All of my Love,
Carole
^
r
TO GERALD PYTLEWSKI
Jerry, we know you gave your very best
in everything you have done for the past 20 years.
May the next 20+ years he your reward.
Congratulations and best wishes for
your future success in the profession
you have chosen.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Marylou
Grandmom and Grandpop DiSalvo
Aunt Bea and Uncle Hank
Congratulations To
Scott Yarmark
on his graduation
and all of PCOM's Class of 1986
TRIBORO
Triboro Electric Corp.
and
The Yarmark Family
IExamine the Potential
Grandview Hospital and
Medical Center maintains a
leadership role ttiat began
sixty years ago in Dayton,
Otiio. As a training center
for osteopathic medicine,
Grandview continues its
commitment to excellence
in medical care and to its
medical students, Grandview
offers 26 rotating internships,
externships, and 63 resi-
dency training programs
in fourteen specialties and
numerous externships in
most specialties,
Grandview's 394-bed
facility includes a new six-
story addition and features
the latest advances in medi-
cal technology, Grandview
operates Southview Hospital
and Family Health Center, an
ultra-modern, 56-bed facility
that offers medical/surgical
and intensive care and
comprehensive outpatient
services-
Examine the potential
for you at Grandview. For
complete information write
or call:
H, Lauren Vogel, D.O.
Vice President, Medical
Education
Grandview Hospital and
Medical Center
513/226-3247
GRANDVIEW
Hospital and Medical Center
405 Grand Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45405
An Osteopathic Institution
Residencies Pediatrics
Anesthesiology Radiology
Emergency Medicine
Family Practice
General Surgery Externships Available
Internal Medicine Cardiology
Medical diseases of the chesi Emergency Medicine
Neurosurgery Family Practice
Nuclear Medicine Gastroenterology
Obstethcs and Gynecology General Medicine
Ophthalmology
Orthopedic Surgery
Pathology
General Surgery
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Nuclear Medicine
Obstetrics and
Gynecology
Oncology
Orthopedics
Otorhinolaryngology
Pathology
Pulmonary Medicine
Proctology
Radiology
Urologic Surgery
Congratulations and Best Wishes for a Successful Future
To The Class of 1986
"Feel the dignity of a child
Do not feel superior to him,
for you are not"
Robert Henri
Department Of Pediatrics
Carl A. Giombetti, D.O., Chairman
Robert Berger, D.O., Vice-Chairman
Steven M. Snyder, D.O.
A. Faye Rogers-Lomax, D.O.
Sandra M. Gawchik, D.O.
John P. Bruno, D.O.
Cindy Fine Williams, D.O.
John Curley, D.O.
Lynn Yudof, D.O.
Rosemary Vickers, D.O.
Holly Breuninger, D.O.
Beverly Anarumo, D.O.
Department Personnel J
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BEST WISHES CLASS OF 1986
DIVISION OF UROLOGY
Leonard H. Finkelstein, D.O., M.Sc.
David B. Arsht, D.O.
Samuel J. Manfrey, D.O., M.Sc.
Philip C. Ginsberg, D.O.
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CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1986
RIVERSIDE
OSTEOPATHIC
HOSPITAL
700 LEA BLVD.
WILMINGTON, DE.
19802
302-764-6120
1
There's a place for you at
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL
mk
A non-profit osteopathic multi-hospital system
Executive Offices, Philadelphia. PA 19107
Albert Bonier, DO., Chief Medical Officer
568 beds/AOA approved for intern and residency training
Central Division
201 North Eighth Street/Philadelphia, PA 19106
(215) 238-2280/Stanley Schiff, D.O., M.D./D.ME-
Parkview Division
1331 East Wyoming Avenue/Philadelphia, PA 19124
(215) 537-7610/Richard A. Anderson, DO., M.D./D.M.E.
Springfield Division
190 West Sproul Road/Springfield, PA 19064
(215) 328-9200 /A. Archie Feinstein. D.O., M.D./D.M.E.
CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF '86
General Practice Department
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine
J
Galen S. Young, D.O.
Professor Emeritus of Surgery
Galen Young Jr., D.O.
I
Family Practice
Dffices at 13 St. Asaph's Rd., Bala Cynwyd. Pa.
Congratulations
Class of 1986
Michael Kirschbaum, D.O.
Wayne Arnold, D.O.
Alan Geiser, D.O.
CONGRATULATIONS AND
BEST WISHES
To
Susan
and
The Class of 1986
Mr. & Mrs. John Kennedy
Mark, you are the first physician in the
family and we are all very proud of you.
Good luck and love from all of us.
Don't let your babies grow up to be
cowboys,
Let them be doctors, lawyers and such.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Champ and Nan
1
Suzanne M. Picinich . . . The Lord Jesus bless you in
your High calling of service for the healing of others,
and enable you to continue to meet life's challenges
with the same success and degree of compassion for
your patients that you have shown to your family
and friends. We are always with you.
Mom, Greg and Tom
Jim And Karen Arscott:
Congratulations and Best Wishes!
We are very proud of you both!
1^ Love always, Your ParentsBob & Marie Smith
Ed & Betty Arscott
^
Beth Ann Mallozzi,
May the road rise up to meet you,
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
And the rain fall soft upon your fields . . .
And always may God hold you
in the hollow of His hand.
Mother, Dad and Kim
Congratulations to
Susan Pillarella Magargee
(PCOM '86)
&
Edward R. Magargee
(Jefferson '86)
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mark, Lisa
Mom, Dad, Dan, Mike, Maureen
SUBURBAN GENERAL
HOSPITAL
Department of Pathology
and
Laboratory Medicine
Philadelphia College
of
Osteopathic Medicine J
C 1
n CONGRATULATIONS to our graduate,
m Dr. Steven Elliot Diamond. You have
filled our hearts with love and pride. We
are sure you will go on to great success
in your chosen field.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Uene,
Meryl, Josh, Bubble
and "Crash"
CONGRATULATIONS, Dr. Douglas B.
Paul!!
You've achieved another goal in life.
How proud I am and how proud Mother
would be!
Love,
DAD
CONGRATULATIONS, Dr.
Peter C. Serpico May "The
Great Physician" help you share
His love, compassion and
understanding with others all the
days of your life.
Morn and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS
Dr. Louis Gringeri
Because tills is a special, joyous moment in
your life, it is in ours.
We pray that the happiness and contentment
which you have found In your chosen work
continue and grow throughout the years ahead.
And, as always, we ask God to bless you and
guide you in whatever path your heart leads.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Dorothy Smith Burdziak,
D,0.
Perseverance, tenacity, and dedication
Finally winding down to graduation And
now a "DOCTOR", Congratulations!
With love and pride we wish you much
happiness and success for a bright future.
Love,
Mom and Dad and Kathy
CONGRATULATIONS
Dr. Louis Gringeri
To my Dear Husband:
"He endows men with the knowledge to glory
In His Mighty works. " Sirach 38:6
Lou, may God bless you always to make your
patients as happy as you have made me.
I love you,
Kim
CONGRA TULA TIONS
Dr. Cindy-Lou Drummond
"I can do ALL things through Christ which
strengtheneth me. " Philippians 4:13
We love you and are proud of you!
Major and Mrs. Charles Drummond (Mom and Dad)
Cadet LindaJo Vaughan and Katie
Mrs. Peggy Bilovesky, Major Joseph Viola
^^ Capt. and Mrs. Randy Davis, Deanna and Triciah^ Mrs. Pat Good and David. Cadet Tom Perks
Congratulations '
to the Class of 1986
ALLEIMTOWIM OSTEOPATHIC
IVIEDICAI. CENTER
(215) 770-8300
Marvin C. Miles
PreiidenI ( Chtct Liciulne Otiiter
loseph W. Stella, DO
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Congratulations and Best Wishes for
the future of all the graduates.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank L. Reusche
Dear RICK, Thank you for every year of
love and happy memories you've given
me. May God give you the best in life.
Love,
Mother.
Congratulations
to the
Class of 1986
Dr. J. P. Amidon '63
"3
Go forth & do no harm—
Donald H. Thome, DO.
Dean, Clinical Education
To Andrew E. Hummel, D.O.:
You have honored yourself and your family
with this ultimate achievement. Our
congratulations and best wishes, faith and love
are with you always.
Mom & Dad
Congratulations MITCH!
We're so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Andi, Bruce
Congratulations to a son we are proud
of.
Wishing you happiness and success
always.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Eckert
Congratulations Paul Williams!
May God grant you wisdom, understanding,
joy and compassion.
Love,
Mother and Dad
Dear BOB,
"Try not to become a man of success,
but a man of Value" -Albert Einstein
Love,
Mom, Dad & Jennifer
DOCTOR CHUCK HARVEY:
We are very proud of you!
Love from Mom, Dad, Kathy,
Helen, Nana, Hop
Congratulations to Gintare Gecysl
May your practice of medicine be
guided by love and compassion!
Mom, Dad, Ausra and grandparents
Best of luck in the REAL
world-
Len Harmon D.O. 72
JOHN & CINDY: Sacrifice, Effort and perseverance
-
the Cindy and John formula for success. Yours was a
tremendous team effort. Congratulations and God be
with you in the future. We love you.
To DR. ANNE M. DUBOSKY: We thanli you
for the pride you have given us by achieving
your goals through hard work and dedication.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Joey, Carole & Andrea
Congratulations to the Class of 1986
Lorraine M. DiSipio, D.O.
D.L. Wisely, D.O.
Director of Medical Education
Chief, Department of Surgery
Still together in practice, spirit and fun .
Robert C. Greer, 111, IV
Jordan Greer J
p^ —
1
1 ROBERT: We watched you grow up, and we were
^^ proud of you then. We are even prouder now. We send
P our love and congratulations. Our cup runneth over.
May God hold you in the palm of His hand.
The Durkin Family
CONGRATULATIONS TO Dr. Jon R. Hager
from two very proud and happy parents.
Margaret and Ralph Hager
Congratulations to James S. McEvoy, D.O.
We 're very proud of all of your
accomplishments.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tim & Mary Lynn
CONGRATULATIONS, JAMES P.
MAJDIC, D.O.
Our love and Gods' blessing be with you
always.
Mom and Dad
Congratulations Dr. DAVE! We're mighty
proud of your significant achievement — Best
wishes and love from Mother, Dad and all the
Lohins.
TO DR. GAYLE BREGMAN
LIGHTSTONE:
Congratulations and love from your very
proud and happy family. Much love.
Mom, Dad, Mare, Scott and Howard
DR. RONALD L BURINSKY
To us your No. 1
Mother, Dad, Mom and Pop
CONGRATULATIONS, JON SCOTT
FISHER
Good health, happiness and much success.
Love, Mother, Dad, Kim, Amy and your
grandparents
CONGRATULATIONS BOB!
We are proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad,
Donna, Torn, Jeff, Greg and Blair.
Dear Scott,
Congratulations and Best Wishes for a job
well done. We 're all very proud of you. With
love.
Mother. Dad. Stephanie and Gary
Our Best to
our son
JOHN J. KALATA
Love,
Mom And Dad
Congratulations CHARLIE on your big day.
We admire your accomplishments.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt & Julie
CONGRATULATIONS RICK
and the Class of 1986
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Ferris
Congratulations to
Dr. Denise DiPrimio-Kalman and
Dr. Victor Kalman
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony DiPrimio & Anthony
PAMELA L. CRANE
^ Congratulations & Best Wishes
^^k From your Family
PATRONS
Raymond E Knauff. PhD Mr & Mrs. Andrew Cozzone
Mr & Mrs Stanley Szustak Mr & Mrs, John Quillinan
Vincent E. Saldino, DO. Dr & Mrs Dominic A DeBias
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